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Wireless Java : Developing with Java 2, Micro EditionApress, 2001
	Master J2ME and its Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP)  
	Learn how to program MIDlets, Java's answer to building wireless distributed  applications  
	Gain the skills needed to use one of the most popular programming languages  in next-generation applications 


Despite Java’s...
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The Complete Cisco VPN Configuration GuideCisco Press, 2005
The definitive guide to building a complete VPN solution with Cisco routers, PIX Firewalls, concentrators, and remote access clients

	
    A complete resource for understanding VPN components and VPN design issues

    
	
    Understand state-of-the-art...
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Broadband Bible, Desktop EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	It’s better with broadband, and you can do it...


	Whether you need Internet access to work from home, operate a home-based business, run a small business, or simply enjoy all the wonders of the Web, broadband is better. This guide makes it easy to choose among the many broadband options, get connected, set up...
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Firewalls 24sevenSybex, 2002
For experienced network administrators. This updated edition of Firewalls 24seven is the book that you and other network administrators have been waiting for. Starting where other books and training courses end and the real world begins, it provides advanced information on today's most effective security technologies and techniques.
Written to...
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JDBC 3: Java Database ConnectivityHungry Minds, 2002
JDBC 3.0 is the latest revision of Sun’s Java Database Connectivity API. Since its introduction on the market in the mid-90s, Java has evolved from a language and environment suited for applets to a rich enterprise platform. JDBC played a determinant role in Java’s maturation. JDBC is now used as a core technology...
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Buying a Computer for Dummies, 2005 EditionFor Dummies, 2004
CPU, Ghz, Mhz, DIMMS, RAM, ROM, AGP, ISA, PCI, USB, CRT, LCD, NIC, CCD, CIS, DP, Kbps. What do all of these acronyms mean?
   Are you baffled by computer technology and technology? Intimidated by computer salespeople who grimace or grin when you say “gizmo?” Buying a Computer For Dummies 2005 Edition gives you the ABCs of...
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Learn OpenOffice.org Spreadsheet Macro ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2006
Learn how to extend and customize Calc, the OpenOffice.org spreadsheet, using OOoBasic, OOo's built-in programming language. You don't need to be a developer to create useful and powerful routines and applications. This well structured and practical tutorial will walk you though every step, and inspire you with great ways to save time and increase...
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The Traveler's Web: An Extreme Searcher Guide to Travel Resources on the InternetCyberAge Books, 2007
According to a recent survey by the Travel Industry Association of America, nearly 80 million Americans turned to the Internet for help with travel planning in 2005. The same survey reports that the Internet is now used for some aspect of travel planning in more than 75 percent of all trips. You can count on these numbers rising in the years ahead....
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-623): Supporting and Troubleshooting Applications on a Windows Vista® Client for Consumer Support TechniciansMicrosoft Press, 2007
This training kit is designed for Consumer Support Technicians (CSTs) who support Windows Vista users in home and small business environments. It also covers all of the required objectives for Exam 70-623, Pro: Microsoft Desktop Support – CONSUMER. Candidates who pass this exam receive the Microsoft Certified IT Professional: Consumer Support...
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H.264 and MPEG-4 Video Compression: Video Coding for Next Generation MultimediaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Following on from the successful MPEG-2 standard, MPEG-4 Visual is enabling a new wave of multimedia applications from Internet video streaming to mobile video conferencing. The new H.264 ‘Advanced Video Coding’ standard promises impressive compression performance and is gaining support from developers and manufacturers. The first...
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Mastering Dojo: JavaScript and Ajax Tools for Great Web Experiences (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
The last couple of years have seen big changes in server-side web programming. Now it's the client's turn; Dojo is the toolkit to make it happen and Mastering Dojo shows you how.
  Dojo is a set of client-side JavaScript tools that help you build better web applications. Dojo blurs the line between local, native applications and browser based...
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Building Intelligent Interactive Tutors: Student-centered strategies for revolutionizing e-learningMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
Computers have transformed every facet of our culture, most dramatically communication, transportation, finance, science, and the economy. Yet their impact has not been generally felt in education due to lack of hardware, teacher training, and sophisticated software. Another reason is that current instructional software is neither truly responsive...
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